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Abstract

Statisticians have considered query-based or ‘active’ sampling of data as a means of reducing the expense of data measurement and collection in modelling tasks. The quest for more reliable neural network learning techniques has led researchers to examine statistical active querying as a means of obtaining training data that will produce greatly improved generalisation. Some algorithms evolved for active learning in neural networks perform active data subset selection. We propose using the ‘query-by-committee’ approach. This leads to an active scheme for data collection where data gathering is reduced to a minimum and yet the accuracy of modelling remains high. Our method is built around the philosophy that ‘data gathering is expensive and computation is cheap’. Our active querying criterion is determined by whether or not several models agree when they are fitted to random subsamples of a small amount of collected data. Recent experimental investigations have established the effectiveness of this algorithm for both clean and noisy data so far as neural network learning is concerned.
1 Introduction

"Data! data! data!”, he cried impatiently. “I can’t make bricks without clay.”

Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, *Sherlock Holmes, The Adventure of the Copper Beeches*

We live in a world where the growing trend is to make the most of available information. This applies to machine learning algorithms as well. The challenge is to obtain good generalisation from a limited amount of data. The traditional approach has been to study generalisation from random examples. However it has been found that random examples contain progressively less new information as learning proceeds [10, 13]. In order to improve generalisation therefore, it is necessary to make learning query-based, i.e., to set up a criterion which will select only those training examples which contain maximal information about the system being learned. Such query-based learning is often referred to as ‘active learning’ — the learner having the ability to select its own training data [3].

Apart from obtaining improved generalisation there is another major factor which motivates research in active learning methods — the high expense of data collection and measurement. Ideally an active learning method should have twin goals: to minimise both the generalisation error as well as the amount of data sampled — an apparently contradictory pair of aims. We propose a means of achieving both objectives simultaneously in this work. We have based our ideas upon concepts already introduced by researchers such as Colin et al at MIT [2, 3] and Krogh and Vedelsby [7].

2 Existing Methods and a Data Minimising Approach

Recent proposed schemes of active learning in the neural network literature have covered both active data subset selection as well as active selection of unlabeled data.

2.1 Active Data Subset Selection

Tamburini and Davoli [14] have suggested that if those training patterns which exhibit the highest LMS error upon an initial classification attempt be added to the training data, then a better training set is obtained. Pflotowski and White [9, 10] have implemented a technique of selecting ‘training exemplars’ which is based upon a derivation of the integrated MSE criterion — to obtain points with maximum information from already-labeled data. Their method
is independent of the use of a neural network estimator and can generally be applied to nonlinear regression.

Generalisation is greatly enhanced by active data subset selection, i.e., using querying methods to resample those points which contain the most information about the system. Compared to random repetitive sampling this approach greatly reduces computational activity [13], but does little to minimise data gathering expenditure.

2.2 An Algorithm to minimise Data Collection

It is desirable to ‘actively’ reduce the considerable expense of data collection and at the same time not increase our generalisation error, i.e., retain modelling accuracy. Cohn et al [2, 3] have carried out active learning by choosing unlabeled inputs that minimise the expected value of the learner’s mean squared error. We use the ‘query-by-committee’ approach. Krogh and Vedelsby [7] have successfully applied this idea to neural network learning; however their emphasis has been upon reducing the generalisation error of a neural network ensemble rather than minimising data collection. They began training with one ‘example’ and added one point at a time corresponding to maximum ‘ensemble ambiguity’. Each of their networks were trained upon all the training data used. We introduce a querying criterion which is determined by whether or not several
Figure 2: Nonlinear Plant with Varying Noise Levels
Figure 3: Initial Models and their Variance. The Plant in (a) is shown in broken line

models agree when they are fitted to random subsamples of a small amount of data. If we sample a small number of random data points initially and fit several models with random subsamples of this data then we can compare the different outcomes of the models. If the models agree closely then the initial data samples are sufficient for the learning task. If the models disagree then we collect minimal additional data from the original system and repeat the modelling activity and re-compare the outcomes. Thus model disparity influences the collection of further data. This process is iterated until the models agree sufficiently (see Figure 1). Data collection and its expense are thereby minimised without having to compromise modelling accuracy.

3 Experiments with Neural Networks

In order to study the feasibility of the algorithm several experiments were performed using neural network models. Ten different networks were used. Training data was obtained by subsampling randomly from an initial small random data sample collected from a nonlinear system (Figure 2(a)) which we will refer to hereafter as the ‘plant’. This plant was artificially generated with a feedforward neural network with one input node, three hidden nodes and one output node. The architectures of the ten identifying networks were identical with that used to generate the plant, but their weights were initialised with random values every time. Using the Matlab Neural Network Toolbox, fast backpropagation with the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [4] performed quick training. The initial data consisted of ten points (input-output pairs) collected randomly from the plant. A subsample (selected randomly) consisting of half the number of
sampled data points was used to train one of the networks. Another nine such random subsamples of equal size were subsequently used to train the other nine networks respectively. The outcome of the ten models is shown in Figure 3(a). Clearly there was disagreement at the initial stage.

The variance of the models was then computed at 100 randomly chosen points and a plot of the variance is shown in Figure 3(b). The points of higher variance are the points where more information is required — the querying criterion for resampling.

The point corresponding to the maximum variance value was then resampled from the plant and added to the initial data sample. Again ten sets of random subsamples of half (rounded to the floor integral value) the data were used to train ten neural networks. The models were recomputed by computing the variance as before. As long as the maximum variance remained above a threshold value of 0.001 the process of resampling the additional point of maximum variance from the plant was repeated, added to the earlier sampled data and the nets were retrained with half the updated sample each time. When the maximum variance dropped below the set threshold the iterations were ceased. The final variance plot is shown in Figure 4(b). Figure 4(a) indicates how closely the models agreed with one another. Figure 5 shows the final sampled data points and their distribution.

3.1 Random Selection of Additional Points: Passive Learning

We ran the experiments again and on this occasion, instead of adding the point corresponding to the maximum variance value, we added a point selected randomly from the plant. The algorithm converged, but as is only to be expected,
more points were collected than in the experiment with active learning. Figure 6(a) shows the final sampled points and Figure 6(b) the corresponding plot of final variance. This is a case of 'passive' learning [?] — the selection of the additional labeled sample each time is unbiased.

3.2 Experiments with Noisy Data

So far we had worked with clean data which is mathematically easier to handle. Noise was now added to the output of the plant (Figure 2(b)). The same algorithm was used to successfully identify the plant. Figure 7(b) is a final plot of the variance values at 100 random points and Figure 7(a) shows the actively collected data. The algorithm sampled more points in order to accommodate noise.

3.3 A Highly Noisy Plant, Multiple Experiments and Histograms of Collected Data

We decided to run each of the previous experiments 20 times and to examine the number of sampled data points in each case. Also a plant with high noise content (Figure 2(c)) was generated — the noise level being around four times that of the previous noisy plant (Figure 2(b)). Consequently we had three plants: with zero noise content, with relatively low noise content and relatively high noise. For each of these plants we ran 40 sets of experiments of which 20 used the active-learning algorithm and the other 20 performed passive learning. Thus a total of 120 experiments were performed.

The results are shown in Figures 8, 9 and 10 in the form of histograms of collected data. It is clear from these results that the active version of the algo-
Figure 6: Random Resampling (Passive Learning) Experiment — Sampled Data and Variance.

Figure 7: Active Experimentation using Noisy Data — Data Samples and Final Model Variance.
Figure 8: Histograms of Experimental Results for Clean Data

Figure 9: Histograms of Experimental Results for Noisy Data

Figure 10: Histograms of Experimental Results for Highly Noisy Data
rithm converges with less data samples at zero noise level. When dealing with data of higher noise content the difference in the number of samples collected between active and passive learning is less significant.

4 Conclusion and Future Directions

From our experimental studies the following conclusions may be drawn:

1. The proposed algorithm is feasible — most definitely in the case of Neural Network Learning.
2. The algorithm works in the case of both clean and noisy data — but more points need to be collected for identifying noisy data.
3. Although random resampling (or passive learning) increases computation and results in more samples being collected, it still causes the algorithm to converge.
4. The advantage of active learning over passive in terms of the number of labeled data points sampled (Figure 11), tends to be less apparent at higher noise levels. In fact in our experiments with the highly noisy data the performance of passive learning was superior. This is interesting and the subject of ongoing investigation.

The algorithm has been tested only upon a static plant so far. It needs to be considered whether a dynamic plant (with time-varying characteristics) can be identified with a modified version of this algorithm. Our feasibility experiments have been restricted to neural network modelling. Statistical nonlinear
regression techniques should also be applied to establish the versatility of this method.
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